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Speaking the Truth in Love
By Andrew Tucker, International Editor & Executive Director, Christians for Israel International

Freedom of speech is not
only the right to speak, it is
the obligation not to remain
silent.
Following the attacks on a Jewish
supermarket and the leaders of Charlie
Hebdo in Paris earlier this year, and the
massive influx into Europe of refugees
from the Middle East in recent months, the
recent savage attacks on 13th November in
the heart of Paris has thrown Europe into
panic. Somehow, this feels like Europe’s
“9/11”. Europe is gripped by fear and
uncertainty. We don’t know who has
attacked us, or why, so we have no idea
where or when “they” will attack next.
ISIS claimed responsibility. The
immediate response was predictable.
French President Hollande introduced a
state of emergency in France, and sought
allies to step-up the war against Islamic
State in Syria. As Prime Minister Valle
talked of information suggesting terrorists
have planned attacks in France with
chemical weapons, French police raided
homes throughout the country. The city of
Brussels almost closed down for a full
week as police searched for the
perpetrators like a needle in a haystack.
Across the cities of Europe, police and
security services are on high alert, and
governments are imposing restrictions on
personal freedoms.
In the subsequent weeks, we have seen
and heard endless commentaries, analyses
and discussion. Despite the abundance of
words, all we can seem to agree on is that
we seem to be “at war” with someone, that
the “enemy” has managed to penetrate into
the heart of our nations, and that this
attack has somehow touched the essence
of “who we are”.
So who is the “enemy”, what do they
want to achieve, and what are we
defending? And who are “we” anyway?
Without answers to those questions we
cannot even start to respond in a
meaningful way. And this is where Europe
so far has been unable to find a coherent
response. In the face of an emergency of
potentially such immense proportions, in
the weeks following the attack the debate
still rages, and the only thing that can be
agreed on is that more force is required.
If indeed ISIS is responsible, it is no
coincidence that this attack took place in
Paris. France has been at the forefront of
developing the modern European society
that radical Islam so hates. Building on the
French Revolution (“freedom,

brotherhood, equality”) and abolition of
Christianity in public life, France
represents the essence of modern secular
thinking. France was one of the founders
of the European Union, and its political
leadership has been at the forefront of
promoting a “pro-Arab” policy in Europe
since the Second World War. Partnership
with the Arab nations was one of the
pillars of de Gaulle’s foreign policy, which
remains today a core value of the EU’s
Neighborhood policy. France was given
the responsibility for the Mandate for
Syria and Lebanon after WW1, and the
establishment of the modern State of
Syria. In the decades after WW2, France
opened its doors to immigrants from the
Middle East and its former African
colonies in Africa. When the Arab nations
yet again failed in their attempt to wipe out
the Jewish state of Israel in October 1973,
and introduced the oil boycott, it was
France that led the governments of the
European Economic Community (as it
then was) to develop the Europe Arab
Dialogue and what has become known as
“Eurabia”.

So if the perpetrators of the
Paris attacks came from the
Middle East, and France has
been so generous towards
their nations, why are they
attacking Paris?
The answer lies in the fact that the
West is not just fighting a war in Syria
against ISIS. It is fighting a war in the
West against fundamental Islam and
against all those who oppose the core
Judeo-Christian public values upon which
Western society has been built - such as
the rule of law, freedom of religion,
respect for human life, and the protection
of minorities.
In order to win this war, we must first
decide whether we – collectively, as a
society - still consider those values to be
so important that they are worth fighting
for. If not, we might as well give in and
submit to the values and beliefs systems
propounded by our opponents. But if we
do, we must respond with clarity,
determination, self-sacrifice and, if
necessary, force - tempered by
compassion.
Those who criticize radical Islam are
often accused of “Islamophobia” and
incitement to hatred. This is a false claim.
Some Muslims may not like it, but
criticism of jihad-revering Islamic
theologies is not the same thing as
attacking Muslims. It is precisely because
the verbal claims of Islamic jihad lead to
the actual use of violence that it should be
eradicated. The burden is on those who
defend Islamic jihad to establish beyond
doubt that their belief system is compatible
with the Judeo-Christian character of
“Western” civilization. Equally it is on the
Muslim community generally to
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demonstrate that they are doing all in their
power to restrain the extremist elements in
their midst. So far they have failed to do so.
It is to be hoped that France and other
Western nations will awake before it is too
late to this threat in their midst. It is
another matter entirely whether this will
lead to a re-orientation of their foreign
policy. On two fronts France (like many
other states) shows signs of double
standards. Perhaps not surprisingly, both
examples relate to Israel and the Jewish
people.
The first is the Iranian nuclear deal.
The Iranian regime has never given up on
its publicly-declared hatred of the Jews
and its intention to use nuclear weapons
(the most powerful tool of violent jihad) to
destroy Israel. And yet France was one of
the key players in the negotiation of the
deal that at best will delay Iran’s
production of nuclear capability, and at
worst will increase its nuclear capabilities.
In fact only days before the Paris attacks,
French President Hollande welcomed with
open arms Iranian President Rouhani, on
his European tour to solicit more petrodollars to finance the Iranian nuclear
industry.
The second concerns the so-called
“peace process”. In recent weeks, France
has (yet again) attempted to push a
resolution through the UN Security
Council that would put pressure on Israel
to make concessions with the PLO.
According to its own Charter, the PLO
remains committed to the use of violent
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jihad to achieve its goals – the liberation of
all of “Palestine” (ie. Israel plus the West
Bank) from the Jews. In other words,
Israel is being asked to give in to the
demands of an organization that uses
violence to kill Israeli citizens. The recent
spate of attacks against Jewish civilians
proves yet again that the PLO means what
it says, and says what it means.
Europe’s moral ambivalence towards
Israel today is no different from its moral
ambivalence towards the Jews in the
1930’s. Europe will never get its policy
towards radical Islam right on the local
scale, if it does not get its policy towards
the Jewish people right on the global scale.
That is because Europe and the Jewish
people face the same enemy.
In the haunting words of Martin
Niemöller:
“First they came for the Socialists, and
I did not speak out—Because I was not a
Socialist.
Then they came for the Trade
Unionists, and I did not speak
out—Because I was not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did
not speak out—Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was
no one left to speak for me.”

It is in Europe’s own interests
to speak out for the Jewish
state of Israel – before it is
too late.
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Recent Netanyahu Meeting with Obama
9 November 2015. Sourced from United With Israel

against
Israeli
soldiers and
civilians
taking place
on a daily
basis and
Israeli
accusations
of
incitement
by the
Palestinian
leadership.
Ahead of
Netanyahu’s
arrival, US
officials made it clear that the White House
does not expect peace to be achieved before
Obama leaves office in January 2017.
Nevertheless, the president said he said he
would seek Netanyahu’s thoughts on ways
to lower tensions between Israelis and
Palestinians and get the parties “back on a
path towards peace.”

PM Benjamin Netanyahu and US President Barack Obama at the White House Monday

At the first face-to-face meeting
between US President Barack Obama and
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
in over a year, military assistance to the
Jewish state and the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict were at the top of the agenda
“The conversation took place in a
pleasant atmosphere, I would say
constructive and businesslike,” Netanyahu
said following today’s meeting. “What was
seen on the outside, was evident inside as
well. [It was ] one of the best meetings I
have had with Obama and I think the other
side felt the same way.”
Meeting Monday at the White House,
both leaders appeared decidedly more
relaxed and friendly than at previous
encounters. Speaking to the press before the
start of a private session, Obama stressed
that Israel’s security is a top priority, and
Netanyahu reiterated his desire for a
peaceful solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
Obama stated ahead of Netanyahu’s visit
that he has not given up on the pursuit of
peace, even as the prospect of an elusive
agreement between the Israelis and
Palestinians appears further out of reach. The
meeting was held amid a heightened wave of
Palestinian terror, with several attacks

Obama Condemns Palestinian
Violence
“I want to be very clear that we
condemn in the strongest terms Palestinian
violence against innocent Israeli citizens,”
Obama declared.
“We have not given up our hope for
peace,” Netanyahu said, adding that his
concept of a two-state solution is based on a
“demilitarised Palestinian state that
recognises the Jewish state.”
Earlier Monday, Israeli Cabinet Minister
Silvan Shalom, Netanyahu’s designated
negotiator with the Palestinians, said the
Prime Minister would outline for Obama a
number of confidence-building gestures
toward the Palestinians.
Even with no chance of significant
progress on Mideast peace, the fact that
Obama and Netanyahu met is seen by many

as an important step. Tensions between the
long-time allies boiled over earlier this year
as Obama and international partners
finalized the Iranian nuclear accord, a highstakes agreement Netanyahu labeled “a
historic mistake” and furiously tried to stop,
even delivering a speech to Congress to
urge lawmakers to block its
implementation.
Netanyahu views Iran’s nuclear program
as an existential threat to Israel and argued
that the international agreement leaves
Tehran within reach of a bomb.

‘Common Ground’ Between US
and Israel
“It’s no secret that the Prime Minister
and I have had a strong disagreement on
this narrow issue, but we don’t have a
disagreement on the need to make sure that
Iran does not get a nuclear weapon, and we
don’t have a disagreement about the
importance of us blunting any destabilising
activities that Iran may be putting in place,”
Obama stated, adding that “we’re going to
be looking to make sure that we find
common ground there.”
Obama and Netanyahu planned to
discuss progress on a new security
agreement that could result in increased
military assistance to Israel in wake of the
Iran deal as well as the mounting Islamic
terror in the region.
“The security of Israel is one of my top
foreign policy priorities, and that has
expressed itself not only in words, but in
deeds. We have closer military and
intelligence cooperation than any two
administrations in history,” Obama said.
“We’ll have an opportunity to discuss
how we can blunt the activities of ISIL
[Islamic State], Hezbollah and other
organisations in the region that carry out
terrorist attacks,” he continued.

Mutual Assistance in Fighting
Terror
“The military assistance that we
provide, we consider not only an important
part of our obligation to the security of the
state of Israel, but also an important part of
US security infrastructure in the region, as
we make sure that one of our closest allies
can not only protect itself, but can also
work with us in deterring terrorism and
other security threats.”

Netanyahu Urged Obama to
Recognize Golan Heights as Part
of Israel
During the meeting, Netanyahu told
Obama that he is doubtful that Syria could
be reunited again into a functioning state
and that the current situation “allows for
different thinking” about the future status of
the Golan Heights, Haaretz reported, citing
sources familiar with the situation.
Obama reportedly did not reply to
Netanyahu’s suggestion. Several Israeli
figures have recently called for Netanyahu
to urge the U.S. to recognize the Golan
Heights. Earlier this week, former Israeli
ambassador to the U.S. Michael Oren urged
Netanyahu “to ask for American
recognition of full Israeli sovereignty on the
Golan Heights through a presidential
declaration and accompanying letter.”
Israel won control of the Golan Heights
during the 1967 Six-Day War and has
controlled the territory since, with only a
brief Syrian incursion occurring during the
1973 Yom Kippur War. In 1981 Israel
annexed the territory and extended Israeli
civilian control over the region. Israel’s
move was not recognized by the
international community, including the U.S.
At various times, Israel has secretly
negotiated with Syria over the status of the
Golan Heights, with the most recent talks
held in 2011, only months before the
outbreak of the Syrian civil war.

EU Labelling Directive: EU Should Promote
Cooperation - Not Separation
By Thomas Sandell, ECI Director

On 11 November 2015 the European
Commission issued an ‘Interpretative
Notice’ on the labeling of goods produced
in “the territories occupied by Israel since
June 1967, namely the Golan Heights, the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank, including
East Jerusalem”. According to the
Commission the Notice is intended to
implement existing EU policy that the EU
does not recognize Israeli sovereignty over
these territories and that it “will not
recognise any changes to pre-1967
borders, other than those agreed by the
parties to the Middle East Peace Process
(MEPP)”. The Notice also purports to
further EU consumer-protection legislation
requiring the correct labeling of products

imported from outside
the EU. According to the
Commission “Made in
Israel” labels on
products produced
outside the Green Line
are misleading.
In a written
statement, Founding
Director of the European
Coalition for Israel
(ECI) Tomas Sandell
called the move, which
comes just one day after the 77th
anniversary of Kristallnacht, “a first step
on a slippery slope which risks leading
Europe back to its dark ages.” “The
directive is untimely, disproportionate and
simply flawed”, he said. “This (directive)
will not only stigmatize legitimate Israeli
businesses, but also put at risk the
livelihood of tens of thousands of
Palestinians who are currently employed
by Israeli companies operating in the
disputed territories.”
The directive has been championed for
several years by radical anti-Israeli NGO
groups across Europe who have as their
ultimate goal a complete boycott of Israel.
ECI Legal Counsel Andrew Tucker

points out that the EU provides aid and
financial cooperation to numerous
countries that maintain settlements in
occupied territories, such as Morocco,
Turkey and Russia. “If it is EU policy to
not support activities in occupied
territories, it should apply that policy
equitably in all similar situations”, he says.
Tucker also explains that the law of
occupation does not prohibit the
occupying power from allowing its own
citizens to be present and undertake
productive enterprises in the occupied
territories. On the contrary, international
law recognizes the need for the occupying
power to maintain order and safety in
those territories pending resolution of the
underlying dispute.
Although the European Commission
maintains that the directive is strictly “a
technical matter” as the political decision
was made by the Foreign Ministers of the
EU already in 2012, it is clear that the
measures are meant to put economic and
political pressure on Israel. No such
measures have been applied to the
Palestinian Authority which still refuses to
come back to the negotiating table and
instead continues its incitement to
violence. Some senior Israeli leaders have

called the notice “a reward for Palestinian
terrorism”.
According to Israeli Ambassador to the
EU, David Walzer, “the directive awakens
painful memories in the Jewish
communities in Israel and around the
world as they commemorate the 77th
anniversary of Kristallnacht”.
ECI Director Sandell insists that the
European Commission should not give in
to radical groups who want to isolate and
demonize Israel. “The new directive does
not promote peace and cooperation but
rather separation and hostility. The
European Commission should know better.
European integration in the 1950´s came
about by compelling previous enemies to
work together, not by separating them or
creating further hostility.” “In a situation
where the whole Middle East is being
swept into an abyss of violence and chaos,
the EU should support Israel as the only
country in the region that shares its
democratic values and not undermine it by
singling out only Israel for labelling”,
Sandell concludes.
A number of EU member states –
including Greece, Poland and Czech
Republic - have already indicated that they
will not implement this Notice.
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Refugees in Europe How Can Christians Respond?
By Harald Eckert, Chairman Christians for Israel International

For a number of years refugees mostly
from war zones in Africa, the Middle East,
and the Balkans streamed into Europe –
many of them at the risk of their lives. This
year, 2015, the number of refugees tripled
with the greatest increase in numbers from
refugees from war-torn Syria. Most of the
refugees come from Muslim countries and
are Muslims. Germany with its open gates
towards refugees is in the center of
attention. Is there any biblical orientation
for a Christian response? I believe there is.

Biblical guidelines to a Christian
grassroots response
1) From a grassroots perspective our
first concern as Christians and Christian
churches towards the refugee crisis is
towards our fellow believers. Only a
minority of those arriving (but still a
number going into the tens of thousands)
are refugees having experienced
persecution as Christians. They should be
searched; cared for and helped to find
assistance and a place in a Christian family.
2) Second, from a grassrootsperspective, we have the clear biblical
mandate to care for those people who are in
need and running for their lives to help such
neighbors in our villages, towns and cities.
Christian leaders from the Muslim world
encourage us that this is a golden
opportunity to not only help but
courageously evangelize those refugees.
Their life has been shattered; many of
them question their faith, having been
persecuted by fellow-Muslims and are open
for love and for a message of love, for the
gospel.
3) The third grassroots response for us
Christians, I would suggest, is prayer and
intercession. In 1 Timothy 2:1 we are
encouraged to pray for our political leaders.
As a German I can say: our chancellor, Mrs.
Merkel, certainly needs prayer! And I am
praying for her and for those in
responsibility. She has testified a number of
times that her policy of welcome to the
refugees is also a response as a Christian
leader and on a more global level as a
leader of a Christian nation and culture. I do
have a measure of respect for this position.
4) But there is another side to the
refugee crisis and all of us, every Christian
and every political leader should be fully
awake and aware concerning this: Along
with the heart-breaking wave of human
suffering and the myriads of individual
tragedies which deserve our response of
compassion, we should not shut our eyes to
the fact that there is an evil agenda
interwoven into the refugee crises. That is
the agenda of radical Islam – both Shiite
and Sunni - to infiltrate Europe and the
Western world, destabilize us and prepare
us for takeover. The terror-attacks in Paris
are the latest of a vastly growing number of
warning signals pointing in this direction.
Here as Christians, we are challenged to be

fully aware of this agenda and this danger.
Prayer for our political leaders and
intelligence institutions to be watchful and
not naive concerning this threat should be
part of our prayer agenda.
5) Is there any lesson, we can learn from
the Bible, looking at Israel? I believe there
is. The Lord and the Torah are encouraging
Israel to be kind to the foreigners –
reminding them that they themselves have
been foreigners in Egypt for hundreds of
years - as long as the foreigners amongst
them apply to the moral
and legal basic fabric of
the house of Israel.

May our nations
learn from Israel
With regard to the
terror-attacks of Paris
there is a significant
element of timing which
should catch our
attention. It was in the
very week of those
gruesome terror attacks
that the European
Commission gave their
final green light to label
Israeli products from the
“Westbank” – a grave act
of arrogance reminding
me as a German
painfully of the “Kauft
nicht bei Juden” (don’t
buy from the Jews)policy of the Nazis in the
1930s. Israel has
expressed very clearly to
the chief diplomats of
the EU that they also see
it from this historical
perspective. Can it be
that there is an inner
connection between
European arrogance on
the one side and
harvesting the fruit of
this arrogance now on
the other side?
If the nations of
Europe and of the West
would step down from
their attitude of moral
superiority and
arrogance towards Israel
they could learn a lot
from them with regard to
the refugee crisis:
Ÿ Israel knows how
to welcome and
integrate refugees
/ immigrants like
no other modern
western nation.
Ÿ 20% of their
inhabitants are
Muslim Arabs –
and the level of
integration is
amongst the
highest within the
western world.
Ÿ Israel knows how
to discern and
refuse jihadi’s and
other dangerous
persons and
movements at
their borders like

Ÿ

no other modern western nation.
Out of their struggle for survival
Israel has by far the greatest
expertise on the level of intelligence
institutions, police, military and
homeland security with finding the
right balance between helping
people in need on the one side and
protecting their citizens from
dangerous elements on the other
side.

On the basis of common values the
Western leaders and nations could profit so
much from Israel – especially in this
moment of crisis and growing pressures!
But by our attitude of arrogance and
hipocrisy - we are in danger of barring
ourselves from this enormous well of
experience and wisdom. Let us pray that
our nations and leaders will find a more
humble and respectful approach towards the
Jewish nation of Israel. It will only be for
our best.
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Christians for Israel - The Message About Israel
Goes into Asia in Many Languages
By Andrew Tucker

Christians for Israel organised
its Third Asia Pacific Training
and Leadership Conference in
Yangon, Myanmar from 26th
– 28th November.
Forty Myanmarese pastors came to this
conference - including many youth leaders.
Several had travelled two days or more to
attend the conference.
They were joined by 35 delegates from

Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
Philippines, Vietnam, India and Pakistan –
each of them committed leaders committed
to the C4I Mission and determined to raise
awareness and teaching in their nations
about God’s purposes with Israel, the
church.
This was the first time that the message
of hope about Israel has been preached in
such a significant way in Myanmar. The
Christian community in Myanmar
constitutes abut 10% of the total population
of 50 million. Churches are spread through
this large country, that now seems to be
entering a period of relative stability
following the election of Suu Kyi, and is

developing and opening up to more
international relations.
The conference was wonderfully
prepared by Pastor Pau and his team, under
the wise supervision of Christians for Israel
Asian Director Wilson Ng.
All the local participants received a
copy of the newly-published Myanmarese
edition of the book “Why Israel?”. They
listened and studied intensively as the
Christians for Israel leaders taught from
8am to 8pm. The sessions were opened with
precious sessions of prayer and worship led

by a dynamic young team.
The conference was officially opened by
the Israeli Ambassador to Myanmar, His
Excellentie Mr. Daniel Zonshine, who
spoke about his own personal history, the
current challenges facing Israel, and the
many opportunities for Israel to partner
with and bless nations in Asia. We were
also blessed to have as speaker the
representative of the Jewish community in
Myanmar, Mr. Sammy Samuels. In the
period prior to WWII there were about 3000
Jews in Myanmar, most of them from Iraq,
Iran and Egypt. Most fled the Japanese
army in 1942, and today there is a small
community of about 20 Jews who maintain

the synagogue in Yangon. In the course of
eight one-hour sessions, Rev. Willem
Glashouwer led the participants in Bible
studies on the special calling of Israel and
its meaning for the church today; the unique
significance of Jerusalem in the history of
God’s purposes from the time Abraham met
Melchizedek (Genesis 14) to the future
coming of the Messiah; and through studying the prophets Daniel and other
prophets and the book of Revelation God’s purposes with Israel, the nations and
the church, the Kingdom of heaven, the rise
of Anti-Christ and the Coming of the Lord
in the last days.
Harald Eckert led four sessions dealing
with: the development of replacement
theology in the church from the second
century AD until the 20th century; Israel,
the nations and the “Valley of Decision” at

Marie-Louise Weissenböck Appointed as
Regional Director of Europe
By Harald Eckert

At the last board
meeting of
Christians for Israel
International in late
September 2015,
Marie-Louise
Weissenböck,
chairwomen of
Christians for Israel in Austria has been
confirmed as Regional Director for the
region of Europe. After Drake Kanaabo
from Uganda being Regional Director for
Eastern-/South Africa and Elemi Samson
from Nigeria being Regional Director for
West-/Central Africa, Wilson Ng from
Malaysia being Regional Director for
Southeast-Asia and Graeme Lee being
coordinator for Australia, NZ and South
Pacific, with Marie-Louise’s appointment
the number of Regional Directors has
come to five.
As chairman of Christians for Israel in
Germany and vice-chairman of Christians

for Israel in Austria, I have been with
Marie-Louise all the way since she joined
Christians for Israel about six years ago
and can testify to her personal
development and the amazing growth of
Christians for Israel in Austria.
Marie-Louise, a trained concert pianist,
grew up in South Africa as a child of Dutch
parents. In her youth, via her Jewish piano
teacher, she found many friends and had
close contact to the Jewish community.
This affinity to the Jewish people
remained, when she came to Vienna,
Austria, starting her musical career,
marrying Hans an Austrian, and building
her family life in Vienna, as well as her life
as musician and as leader in a number of
social activities. When she met and heard
Rev. Willem Glashouwer for the first time
about ten years ago she maintained contact
and finally decided to join Christians for
Israel International and build Christians for
Israel Austria together with her husband,

Hans and a growing team of volunteers.
Her warm affinity to the Jewish
community in Vienna was revived and
deepened immensely since then. From that
foundation the work of Christians for Israel
in Austria grew soundly and steadily,
starting with the publication of the
Austrian version of the newspaper in
cooperation with our German editor,
Joachim Kudlek and the German editorial
team. Over the years she regularly lead
Austrian tour groups to Israel, invited
Israeli terror victims to Austria, supported
Aliyah and humanitarian projects in Israel,
led a number of Why Israel – courses and
expressed her deep support and solidarity
to the Jewish community in Vienna, in
Austria and in Israel in many different
ways and through a number of projects.
The highlight of this development, which
found Austrian wide recognition, was the
“March of Life”, a march of remembrance,
repentance and solidarity, starting at

the time of the Coming of Messiah; and
prayer for Israel and our nations.
Andrew Tucker provided clarity about
the Vision and Mission of Christians for
Israel. The primary mission of Christians
for Israel is to raise awareness in the church
worldwide about God’s purposes with Israel
and the Jewish people. Christians today are
called to make a fundamental choice. Just
as Ruth chose to accompany Naomi back
from Moab to Bethlehem, so we Christians
need to walk with the Jewish people in their
difficult journey home today.
Andrew also provided an overview of
the modern political and legal history of
Jerusalem from the destruction of the
second Temple by the Romans in 70AD to
the 20th century; and the conflict in the
Middle East today.

concentration camp Mauthausen, last
year. For the last two years, MarieLouise served as an advisor to Andrew
Tucker and Harald Eckert, concerning
the support and development of the
Christians for Israel-network in Europe.
Her experience in Austria, her Dutch
background and her international scope
made her grow very naturally into this
task. After seeing her grow in that role as
key advisor for these last years it was
very natural to take the next step and
appoint her as European coordinator of
Christians for Israel International. As
Christians for Israel we wish her all the
best, the wisdom from above and the
blessing of our Lord Jesus in her new
responsibility.
“Most churches in Europe have lost
sight of the significance of the Jewish
people and the land of Israel in God's
redemption process. For me it is a
privilege to serve Christians for Israel
by coordinating and helping to establish
new branches in Europe in order for
the message to spread throughout the
continent. I am looking forward to this
new role and would greatly appreciate
your prayers.” Marie-Louise
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Brave New World

By Rev Willem J.J. Glashouwer, President Christians for Israel, Honorary President European Coalition for Israel
“Brave New
World” is a science
fiction novel by the
British novelist
Aldous Huxley.
Wikipedia says
about it: “The
science fiction
novel describes a
future world that is
controlled entirely
by technology and
rationalism. The people are healthy and
happy, they know neither war nor poverty.
Traditional values like love, faithfulness,
family life, art and religion no longer exist,
just like the free choice to live an individual
life. Society is based on consumerism and
instantaneous satisfaction of needs and
mass production. People are considered to
constantly be in touch with others, being
alone is not done. The freely available drug
‘soma’ gives a feeling of constant bliss.
People who do not want to use ‘soma’ are
mistrusted. For entertainment there are
television, electronic sports and games, and
“feelies”, usually erotic films that stimulate
the emotional senses.”

“Although the novel is
situated in the future, Huxley
mainly described the
techniques he saw being
developed. Huxley
understood very well the
social and scientific changes
that were implemented all
over the world.”
Especially in the year 1920, technology
advanced and machines started to replace
many labourers. A good example of this
was Henry Ford. The father of the assembly
line was now able to start mass production
of motorcars that could be afforded by his
own employees. Huxley amongst others
visited the advanced chemical factory
“Brunner and Mond” where plastics are
produced for all kinds of applications.”
“When Huxley started writing “Brave
New World” in 1931 the worldwide Great
Depression had just started, sparked by the
panic on the American stock exchange in
1929. People lost their savings and there
was massive unemployment. The so-called
capitalistic system based on mass
consumption burst like an air bubble.
Furthermore a general fear for
Americanising dominated Europe.”

Huxley could be rightfully
called a secularized prophet,
or a prophet of secularism!
The new Europe advances in the name
of man. The unimaginable worldwide
disasters of the last century, with two World
Wars, left behind a scourged Europe even a
scourged world. But now a Phoenix rises
from its ashes. A shiny firebird. A breathtaking “Brave New World”. A new kind of
humanism arises, sometimes intertwined
with a religious sense and sensitivity like
that of the “New Age”- concepts that are
floating around. Even the Pope could not
prevent that in the new constitution of
Europe there will not be any reference to
God, or to the Jewish-Christian traditions
and values that shaped and hallmarked

Europe. The New Europe on the rise is a
Europe that is the fruit of the slogans of the
French Revolution: freedom, equality and
brotherhood – no God and no master. Man
on the throne, who deep inside thinks he is
a god, divine himself. Part of a divine
Universe, like in Hinduism. God in all, and
all in God.
But man is a fallen man. The rebellion
against God is in his blood. And the powers
of darkness are ready to add more to that
instinctively felt opposition against God
and His will. Satan has become the
grandmaster in the background. The slavemaster who relentlessly drives mankind
forward, inciting his lust for unbound
independence, freedom of choice and
ethics. But regardless of all the great
slogans of the new age for a new world the
moral decline is setting in very rapidly and
the end will be horrific. Rivers of blood
were the end of the French Revolution, the
Communist Revolution and the Third Reich
of the National Socialist Revolution.
Especially rivers of Jewish blood during the
Nazi-regime.

The new spirit of humanism
looks very much like that of
the old Hellenism that was
spread worldwide by the
Greeks and especially by
Alexander the Great and his
descendants.
And although finally Rome crushed the
military Greek Empire or politically. In a
sense Greek philosophy, culture and
civilization conquered Rome. Once upon a
time this spirit of Hellenism, of Greek
humanism, vigorously and violently clashed
with the God of Israel. One of the generals
who was assigned a part of the Greek
empire after Alexander’s death was Selecus.
He got the area Northeast of Israel.
Ptolemy, another Greek general, got Egypt,
Southwest of Israel. And those two (and
their descendants) pitched into each other
regularly to dispute their territories. With
Israel in between!
When finally Antiochus Epiphanies (one
of the “Seleucids”) had to retreat from
Egypt with a bloody head, he cooled his
anger on hated Israel. He forbade Jewish
circumcision. To maim and mutilate the
beautiful male body was a barbaric
abhorrence for a true Hellene who believed
in a healthy spirit in a healthy body and
great sports-events like Olympic Games
with beautiful “perfect” well-muscled male
bodies, performed by athletes in the nude.

Ultimately Antiochus
Epiphanes forbade all
Jewish practises, even
keeping the Sabbath.
A statue of Zeus was erected
in the Jewish Temple in
Jerusalem. Pigs, the most
unclean animal for Jews, were
slaughtered on the altar in
the Temple.
And whoever wanted to keep to serving
God of Israel in the way He wanted to be
served, was punishable by death.

Finally all of this led to the
revolt of the Maccabees. And
lo and behold: this small band
of orthodox Jewish fighters
who took to arms ultimately
defeated the Greeks and their
Hellenistic/humanism and
Antiochus had to go home
with a bloody nose. Then the
Temple was cleansed and
inaugurated again so that the
God of Israel could be served
in the way He wanted to be
served.
The Jews still celebrate this great event
during the Feast of Hanukkah, in our month
of December.
Everything that once was, all that
happened on a smaller scale in the past, will
be happening again in the future – but this
time on a world-wide scale. The political
systems of this world and the religious
systems of man himself will join hands
together, more and more, an increasingly
menacing situation for pious Jews and
Bible believing Christians. Finally all
nations will go up to Jerusalem for the final
and decisive battle to where God will teach
that last adversary. It is taught by this brave
new world that is on its way, it is the only
hope for mankind as a whole.

But then, finally, the Lord will
take action and He will
intervene. The outcome will
be completely different from
what the believers in the
brave new world have in their
minds.
Finally ‘Babylon’- the city of man’ will
fall, and ‘Jerusalem’- the city of God’ will
remain and fill the earth. The God of Israel
will show Himself as the Holy One, the
Everlasting God. The God of Israel, who is
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
So: be warned, peoples of Europe and
in the rest of the world! You are – just like
the statue of Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 2 –
only a giant on clay feet. Think three times
about what your political decisions
regarding Israel are going to imply. Because
one day He will call you to account, when
He comes as the “rock” to pulverize the
entire statue and to establish His Kingdom
worldwide. This also includes the
attitude that the Church will take
towards Israel in our final days. Are we
shoulder to shoulder with our elderly
Jewish brother? Or do we run with the hare
and hunt with the hounds of public opinion?
May the Lord help us to quietly and
faithfully continue in our prayers and our
commitment to the Jewish people and Israel
despite of threats, until He comes to make
all things new!

Jan-zonder-hart (Dutch) –
John-without-a-heart
Rotterdam. The city with Ossip
Zadkine’s statue: John-without-a-heart,
officially: “The Razed City” (1953).

The bronze statue of a man with his arms
helplessly thrown up, the heart pulled out, a
gaping hole. Rotterdam. The centre of the
city was bombarded by the German
airplanes in the beginning of WWII.
Completely left in ruins during the Second
World War. The beating heart snatched
away, leaving the body behind dying.

Today Europe is in a similar
state. The heart snatched
away. From the Netherlands
105,000 Jews disappeared.
Snatched away and never
returned.
In the whole of Europe millions of Jews
together with Christians and other
opponents the Nazi-regime snatched away.
And with that Europe allowed its heart to
be snatched away, leaving the body to die.
Europe was broken. The nourishing root,
source of the Jewish-Christian values,
spiritual source of the Western civilisation
was practically totally cut off, leaving a
spiritual vacuum behind. And today this
spiritual vacuum is being filled with other
“sources of inspiration”. As if God is
saying: you did not like My people? Then I
will send you other strangers with another
god, and see how much you like that.
The Church is an engrafted branch into
the noble olive tree, fed by its nourishing
root, Paul teaches us in Romains 11. But
what happens when we cut the root? Then
the grafted branches will wither and finally
they will die. In the early history of the
Church the spiritual ties with Israel and
Judaism were cut off. And century after
century “Israel” was subsequently scoffed
at, mocked, slandered, beaten, boycotted,
plundered, flogged and finally murdered.
Again and again and again.

But what will happen to the
branches if you cut the root?
What is left of Christianity
today in Europe? It is as good
as dead. Here and there are
still some small spots with
pockets of light and hope.
And fortunately not all Jews have left
for Israel yet. It seems to me that there is a
deep spiritual connection between the
presence of the synagogue in the nations of
the world and the spreading of the Gospel
by the Church to the nations of the world.
Worshipping the Creator of heaven and
earth, the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, the God of Israel. And the Ten
Commandments as a
guideline towards a
real and truly happy
life for individual
people and for the
nations as well.
God will proclaim
a Kingdom to come
when one-day, when from
Jerusalem peace and
righteousness will fill the
earth and the nations will
walk in the light that
radiates from the God of
Israel, the Creator of
heaven and earth and of
His Christ.
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Q&A: Küntzel on Roots and Development
of the Iranian Regime’s Anti-Semitism
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Short News

By Karmel Melamed, an Internationally-Published Freelance Journalist

How can you wish to
get rid of Israel and at
the same time
acknowledge the truth of
the Holocaust? That is
impossible. Anyone who
accepts the reality of the
Holocaust can’t at the
same time believe that
the Jews are the rulers of
the world and that Israel
of all countries is the
root of all evil. These
three items: elimination
Anti-Semitism in the Middle East expert and German political scientist,
of Israel, demonization
Dr. Matthias Küntzel
of Jews and Holocaust
denial - are interwoven and belong together.
Dr. Matthias Küntzel is perhaps one of
They form what I call an ideological
the world’s leading scholars and political
triangle. If any of the three sides of this
scientists who has extensively researched
ideological triangle is absent, the whole
and written about the origins of antistructure collapses. Holocaust denial is at
Semitism in the Islamic world and in
the same time anti-Semitism at its peak.
particular in Iran. Recently I had the very
Whoever declares Auschwitz to be a
special opportunity to interview Küntzel
“myth” implicitly portrays the Jews as the
about the origins of the Iranian regime’s
enemy of humankind, who for filthy lucre
hatred for Jews, their influence of Nazi
has been duping the rest of humanity for the
ideology on Iran’s current radical Islamic
past seventy years. Whoever talks of the
leaders and how anti-Semitism has
“so-called” Holocaust suggests that over
transformed and been kept alive by the
ninety percent of the world’s media and
Iranian regime’s various leaders over the
university professorships are controlled by
past 36 years.
Jews and thereby cut off from the “real”
Küntzel's views are particularly
truth. In this way, precisely the same sort of
important today because he is not Iranian
genocidal hatred gets incited that helped
and not Jewish, but merely a scholar who
prepare the way for the Shoah. Every denial
lays out the realities of the Iranian regime’s
of the Holocaust thus tacitly contains an
anti-Jewish ideology based on his
appeal to repeat it. And that is what the
methodical researched facts. His newest
Iranian leadership does.
book “Germany and Iran: From the Aryan
Axis to the Nuclear Threshold” takes a
fascinating look at the historic influence
In your new book, you discuss the
Germany has had on Iran and those
role Radio Berlin broadcasted into
individuals in Iran who have had a
Iran played and the works of Nazi
vehement hatred for Jews. Today with the
academics
played in exporting their
Iranian regime’s leadership constantly
form of anti-Semitism to Iran
calling for Israel’s destruction, Küntzel’s
background on the regime’s anti-Semitism is
during World War II. Can you
particularly notable. The following is a
please shed light into why this is
portion of my conversation with him.

You have researched, written and
spoken extensively about the
expansion of anti-Semitism in the
Islamic world in recent years. As a
German academic why is this
subject of such interest to you?
Being a German social scientist I tried
to figure out how Auschwitz could happen.
That brought me to the topic of antiSemitism. My interest in Jew-hatred within
the Islamic world started with 9/11. The
anti-Semitic motives behind that attack
were confirmed by the witnesses of the first
9/11 legal case against members of
Mohammed Atta’s core group here in
Hamburg. The consequences of antiSemitism during WWII are well-known.
The consequences of today’s Islamic antiSemitism, however, are underestimated.
That is why I published my book on “Jihad
and Jew-Hatred. Islamism, Nazism and the
Roots of 9/11” that links these knots.

Can you please explain why the
current Iranian regime for nearly
20 years has had such a massive
public and overt obsession with the
subject of Holocaust denial? Why
do they keep bringing up this topic
as a part of their foreign policy?

important for us to understand
today regarding the current Iranian
regime’s hatred for Jews?

In defending the nuclear deal with
Tehran, President Barak Obama and
Secretary of State John Kerry gave the
impression that they view the regime’s antiSemitism as an incidental problem; to take
it seriously would be a waste of time.
Others believe that Iranian anti-Semitism is
merely a response to Israel's policies. I
show in my book, that both assumptions are
wrong. On the one hand, there was on the n
the Shiite tradition always a strong antiJewish tendency. And there is, on other
hand, still the after-effect of Nazi
propaganda: Between 1939 and 1945 the
Nazi’s anti-Semitism was exported via a
daily Persian-language broadcast from
Berlin to Iran. This broadcast was popular
and its main radio speaker, Bahram
Sharokh, a celebrity during those years. The
Nazis based their anti-Semitic incitement in
Persian language on Islamic roots. They
radicalized some anti-Jewish verses of the
Koran and combined them with the
European phantasm of a Jewish world
conspiracy. Ruhollah Khomeini was,
according to Amir Taheri, a regular and
ardent listener of “Radio Berlin”. His claim
of 1971 that “the Jews want to create a
Jewish world state” mirrored a classical
trope of Nazi anti-Semitism.

The Iranian regime and its
leadership, spews hatred against
Israel and “the Zionists” instead of
using the word “Jews”. The
regime’s leaders claim they have no
“ill will” against the Jews but only
hate for Israel. Is their hatred really
against just Israel, or is this just a
cover-up for a deeper rooted antiSemitism?
You’re right. Though the regime
distributes thousands of anti-Semitic
brochures such as the “Protocols of the
Elders of Zion” it rarely mobilizes openly
against “Jews” but agitates against the
“Zionists”. It is important, however, to
understand that this regime invests the word
“Zionist” with exactly the same sense as
that with which Hitler once invested the
word “Jew”: namely that of being the
incarnation of all evil. Destroying Israel is
in their understanding the only way to stop
that evil. Or in Ahmadinejad’s words: “The
Zionist regime will be wiped out, and
humanity will be liberated.” This
sentiment—liberation through
destruction—is the one for which the
Holocaust historian Saul Friedlander coined
the term “redemptive anti-Semitism”. It is
not so far from that expressed in a Nazi
directive of 1943: “This war will end with
anti-Semitic world revolution and with the
extermination of Jewry throughout the
world, both of which are the precondition
for an enduring peace.” The regime’s hatred
of Jews resembles Hitler’s ideology in this
aspect: Both have a utopian element. Just as
Hitler’s “German peace” required the
extermination of the Jews, so the Iranian
leadership’s “Islamic peace” depends on the
elimination of Israel. It is high time that the
White House recognizes this utopian
element and takes it seriously.

President Obama and his
administration have claimed that
the Iranian regime would not use
nuclear weapons because it is
against their religion. Why is this
notion bogus and why must we be
worried about the Iranian regime
having such potential weapons?
I find it astonishing that the constitution
of the Islamic Republic of Iran is never
referred to in the controversy over the
Iranian nuclear program. Article 151 of this
constitution cites sura 8, verse 60 of the
Koran as a binding guideline for
government action: “prepare to arm against
them with all the men and cavalry at your
disposal, so that you may strike terror into
the enemies of Allah and the faithful and
others beside them.” This reference back to
the seventh century might strike us rather
quaint. But things look different if we
translate the Koran’s “cavalry” as “nuclear
installations”. Khomeini gave special
weight to this Koranic verse which he
interpreted as a “call for maximum battlereadiness” and ensured that this verse found
its way into the constitution of 1979. Since
then Iran has been the only country whose
constitution stipulates arming to the teeth
against “Allah’s enemies”.

London’s Mayor is Falling
in Love with Israel
Mayor of London Boris Johnson went
to Israel in November for a four day trip
and had a great time, as he pushed for
expanding business relations between
Israel and London.
Johnson’s trip was for business
purposes, as 16 tech firms went with the
Mayor seeking opportunities in Israel.
The tech firms, together with the
Mayor, were shown some wondrous
technological innovations, such as a
device that let’s you experience life as a
dog!
Throughout the trip, it would seem
Johnson has enjoyed himself, especially as
he got to ride try out an electric scooter.
Let’s hope this marks the
development of what will become an
exceptional relationship between Israel
and London.

Hungarian PM: Muslim
Refugees a Threat to a
Christian Europe
The influx of Muslim refugees into
Europe could undermine its Christian
roots, and so “Christian” governments
must gain control over Europe’s borders,
before they can begin to decide how
many asylum seekers they should accept,
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban
wrote in an op-ed for the Frankfurt
Allgemeine Zeitung.
Orban, who is president of the
national conservative ruling party Fidesz,
insisted that the people of the majority of
European countries disagree with their
governments on how to solve the refugee
crisis.

Facts About Israel That
Will Surprise You
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

There are over 100 sushi restaurants
in Tel Aviv… making it the city with
the most sushi restaurants per capita
after Tokyo and NYC.
It has the highest rate of
entrepreneurship among women and
people over 55 in the world.
Israel was the first country to ban
underweight models.
Israelis consume the third most
amount of vegetables and sweets in
the world.
Israel has 137 official beaches (but
only 273 km of coastline).
In regards to its population, Israel has
the highest ratio of college degrees
…and startup companies!
Motorola developed the cell phone in
Israel.
Voicemail technology was developed
in Israel.
The first antivirus software for
computers was created in Israel in
1979.
The Dead Sea is the lowest place on
Earth.
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Greg Laurie Shares Jesus’ Teachings on Israel and the End Times Prophecy:
‘Amercia Needs Israel More Than Israel Needs America’
Sourced from The Christian Post

California megachurch pastor Greg
Laurie shared with the congregation of his
Harvest Church on Sunday what Jesus
taught about Israel in the end times, and
said that the United States needs Israel
more than Israel needs America.
Israel is a tiny little piece of land, and
yet we hear so much about the country in
news, Laurie said in his message, titled,
"What Jesus taught about Israel in the end
times.”
"Israel is at the eye of the hurricane of
the great events of the end times," he stated.
Laurie added that God has said that He
will bless those who bless Israel and curse
those who curse Israel.
"One of the reasons God has blessed the
United States is because of our support to

Israel. ... America needs
Israel more than Israel
needs America … because
we need the blessing of
God," the pastor said.
Israel is under attack
from all sides, he
emphasized. It is also under
pressure, including from
the U.S., he went on to say,
referring to the recent 50day conflict between Israel
and Gaza. More than 4,500
rockets were fired from
Gaza into Israel, and
America pressured Israel to stand down, the
pastor said, disapprovingly.
What's common between the enemies of
Israel and the enemies of the U.S. is that
they are radical Islamists, and their
objective is to establish a Caliphate through
jihad and rule through Shariah, Laurie
added.
He said the Islamic State terror group is
targeting Christians in the Middle East and
elsewhere.
Both Sunni and Shiite radical Muslim
groups want Jerusalem, he said, quoting
Zechariah 12:2-3, "I am going to make
Jerusalem a cup that sends all the
surrounding peoples reeling. Judah will be
besieged as well as Jerusalem. On that day,
when all the nations of the Earth are

gathered against her, I will make Jerusalem
an immovable rock for all the nations. All
who try to move it will injure themselves.”
Laurie preached his message mainly
from Matthew 24 and 1 Thessalonians 5.
“The Bible is the one book that dares to
predict the future … with 100% accuracy,"
he said, adding that about 30 percent of the
Bible is prophecy, and that God wants us to
know these prophecies. "The more we
know about the next world, the better we'll
live in this one.”
According to Ezekiel 37:11-12, Israel
will be re-gathered as a nation, the pastor
said. The re-gathering of Israel will be the
super-sign of the end times, he explained.
He quoted Matthew 24:32-34, "Now
learn this parable from the fig tree: When
its branch has already become tender and
puts forth leaves, you know that summer is
near. So you also, when you see all these
things, know that it is near — at the doors!
Assuredly, I say to you, this generation will
by no means pass away till all these things
take place.”
After the re-gathering of Israel, an
attack will follow from the north of Israel and it could possibly be from Russia or
Iran, he said. But God will intervene and
frustrate their plans, he added. The Bible
prophecy is not to scare us, but to prepare
us, he said, and reminded the congregation
that Jesus said, "I will come again.”

He read 1 Thessalonians 5:7-8, which
reads: "For those who sleep, sleep at night,
and those who get drunk, get drunk at night.
But since we belong to the day, let us be
sober, putting on faith and love as a
breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a
helmet.”
Your reaction to the promise of Christ's
coming is a litmus test of where you stand
in your belief, he said.
Greg Laurie is the senior pastor of
Harvest Christian Fellowship in Riverside,
California and Harvest Orange County in
Irvine, California.
Laurie has authored over 70 books
including Revelation: The Next Dimension,
As It Is in Heaven, As I See It, Hope for
Hurting Hearts, Married. Happily.,
Essentials, Upside Down Living, The
Greatest Stories Ever Told, and many more.
Host of the nationally syndicated radio
program A New Beginning and television
program GregLaurie.tv, Laurie is also the
founder and featured speaker for Harvest
Crusades and Harvest
America—contemporary, large-scale
evangelistic outreaches. More than 5
million people have attended a Harvest
Crusades event.

Isreality International
'EXPERIENCE ISRAEL' YOUNG ADULTS TOUR 2016
Isreality is the Christians for Israel International movement for young adults (18 – 35 y.o.)
Join Christians for Israel leaders and young adults from around the world
13 days in Israel that will change your life!

DATES: 3 - 15 July 2016
Tour Leaders:
Marie-Louise Weissenböck – Director, Christians for Israel Austria / Europe
John Henry Nosen – Director, Christians for Israel USA / Norway and YWAM Naples USA
Program Highlights:
Three days in Galilee, where Jesus taught His disciples
Teachings and workshops led by Rev. Willem J.J. Glashouwer, Harald Eckert and Andrew Tucker
Four days volunteer work in Jerusalem: soup kitchen, helping Holocaust survivors, or
refurbishing dilapidated homes
Explore Jerusalem
Visit the heartland of Israel - Judea and Samaria ('West Bank')
Rafting on Jordan River
Climb Masada and swim in the Dead Sea
Meetings with young Israeli people
Shabbat dinner in Jerusalem
Meeting and fellowship with Palestinian Christians
Price: US$1290
Price is subject to change, and based on a minimum of 15 participants
Price includes: registration, shared accommodation (12 nights), two meals per day, tips to guide,
driver and hotel, all sites, educational materials
Price excludes: travel to/from Israel, insurance, visas (where applicable), lunches, beverages,
transfer to/from airport
For more information and registration visit our website: www.isreality.org
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Guardians of the Legacy Since Jeremiah
By Richard Donk, sourced from Reformatorisch Dagblad

NIJKERK, Netherlands.
In war-torn Yemen there is
still a Jewish community of
about 1,000 souls. Yigal BenShalom wants to bring them
all to Israel. "They have kept
the Biblical inheritance since
the time of Jeremiah."
The emigration of Jews from Yemen to
Palestine started at the end of the nineteenth
century, and more or less coincided with the
exodus of European Jews to the Promised
Land. Until the founding of the State of
Israel in 1948 around 30,000 Yemenite
Jews left from their homeland. This was
followed by many tens of thousands. In
2015 their number is estimated at 350,000.
Nowadays about 1,000 Jews live in
Yemen. Most of them live in the capital
Sanaa. They want to go to Israel. But they
cannot leave because of the ongoing civil
war. The rebellious Houthi tribe has
expelled the president from Sanaa and
trying to gain control in the rest of the
country. A coalition led by Saudi Arabia
bombed the rebels for quite some time. But
the conflict is far from over.
Yigal Ben-Shalom is president of The
Association for Yemenite Society, Culture,
Research and Documentation in Netanya,
Israel. He was recently invited to speak in
the Netherlands by Christians for Israel.
Christians for Israel is committed not only
to helping the Yemenite Jews to Israel, but
also endeavours to preserve the typical
Yemeni culture and tradition.
And that is very much needed, states
Ben-Shalom. Yemenite Jews according
have been treated too long as second-class
citizens, he explains. “The European Jews

in Palestine wanted the Yemenites to
behave like them: modern, western, and
sophistocated. They had no respect for the
ancient Yemenite culture."
The Yemeni culture has a lot to offer to
Judaism in Israel according to Ben-Shalom.
"The Yemenite Jews lived more than 2,000
years in a very isolated situation since the
destruction of the first Temple. That
enabled them to preserve and maintain the
Biblical heritage since the time of
Jeremiah."

Yigal Ben-Shalom. Photo credit Jaco Klamer.

Do you regard yourself as
second-class citizens?
"No, I've never felt like that. I was born
in Israel and see myself as fully integrated.
I fought as a Major in the wars of 1967,
1973, and 1982. My parents came here as
children. An Arab sheik in Yemen wanted to
buy my mother because he thought his
disease could be cured with Jewish blood.
My grandparents fled to the harbour city of
Aden and boarded a boat to Israel."
"My father, however, always feel
discriminated against. Nevertheless, he
finally got a good job at the Ministry of
Labour. But when he tried to promote
Yemenite Jews at the Ministry in the 50's,
he was told that they would have preferred
European Jews. That was his reason to
establish this association. After his death, I
have continued his work.”

What is your main objective?
Ben-Shalom thinks for a long time. “My
life's work would be complete when I have
brought all Yemenite Jews to Israel and
they have been given a decent place in
Israeli society. Until then, I do my best to
preserve the legacy of my tribe in Israel.

This we do through education, information
and material assistance."

Does the Israeli government
help you with that?
“The government could do more. Not
necessarily by giving money. But mostly by
giving understanding and appreciation of
the Yemenite traditions. You can give
people a bag of money and then leave them
alone. Then you would undervalue their
inheritance. I still think it's a big mistake
that the educational system mostly pays
attention to western culture.”

What do you think of the current
situation in Yemen?
“The various fighting factions are
backed by foreign powers. That keeps the

The Letters of the Aleph-bet: Aleph - א
By Kees de Vreugd

In this new series I would like
to introduce you to the
Hebrew alphabet, and tell
you about the symbolic
meaning of the letters
according to Jewish
tradition.
The alphabet, as we know it today,
dates back to the post-Babylonian exile.
Before that, an ancient Hebrew alphabet –
also used in later Bible texts - existed.
The ‘aleph’ is the first letter of the
Hebrew alphabet (and ‘is the second, thus
the aleph-bet in the article heading). Aleph
means bull and, in its ancient form, the
sign of a styled bull head (an upside down
A) was used. This sign evolved into our A
and the letter ‘aleph’.
Every Hebrew letter has a numerical
value as well. The value of ‘aleph’ is one.

And yet the Hebrew word èlèph, written in
the exact same way, means thousand. It is
noteworthy that the Hebrew word aluf is
related to aleph, and translates into ‘tribal
head’ or ‘tribal leader’ (i.e. Genesis 36).
According to Jewish tradition, God
created the world through the Torah.
Before all of this, the letters of the
alphabet clamored around the Eternal
One’s throne in an attempt to claim prime
position. God chose the letter Bet. The
Aleph remained quiet. Then The Creator
said: “Aleph, why are you so quiet?” “I
am the weakest” said Aleph: “my value is
only one.” Then the Creator replied: “You
head the alphabet like a king. I am one, the
Torah is one and you are one. The Ten
Words, with which I will reveal Myself to
Israel on Mount Zion, will start with you.”
That is why the Ten Words begin with the
Aleph: Anochi Hashem “I am the ONE.”

conflict alive. If the rebels are part of the
government, there can be peace. We need
an agreement. But if the rebels stand firm
and continue to fight for the introduction of
sharia, there is no prospect of a solution.”

The situation in Israel is
currently very tense. Is a third
intifada on the way?
“I don’t think so. Abu Mazen (Mahmud
Abbas) has no interest in a new uprising.
That would cause the Palestinian economy
enormous damage, and it would damage its
international image. And all those
stabbings? Israel will get through this. We
are strong.”
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Israel Happenings

The Mossad Zoo

Hamas announced that it had been
watching a dolphin off the coast of Gaza
which was “spying” for Israel over a period
of several weeks. According to the
Palestinian newspaper Al-Quds, the
“suspicious movements” drew the attention
of naval commandos who captured the
snooping creature.
Hamas claims that it found a camera on
the dolphin along with a monitoring device
capable of firing small arrows. The group
declared that the dolphin was an agent of
Israel’s Mossad spy agency which had been
gathering intelligence on the training of
naval commandos.

The books of Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes do not, as some may believe,
reflect abstract philosophy and spiritual
unattainability. Rather, they are a treasure
of practical life experience and chips off
the Tree of Knowledge. Today, it is still
possible to add some new “chips” like the
following:
Ÿ Whoever thinks about becoming
someone stops being something.
Ÿ The fear of rejection causes one to be a
coward.
Ÿ Arrogance is a wig used to cover our
spiritual “baldness.”
Ÿ It is better to be hated for being who
you are rather than loved for who you
are not.
Ÿ It is better that the best is behind us
than to never have experienced it at all.
Ÿ The last thing people are going to
forgive you for is your success.
Ÿ It is easier to put up with the damage
we cause ourselves than to give up bad
habits.

Courtesy of Israel Today

Despite these and
many other ridiculous
claims, they are widely
believed among
Palestinians and the Arab
world at large. Reminiscent
of the Dark Ages, no
charge is too absurd to
blame on the Jews
and stir up hatred
against Israel.
After sharks
attacked a couple of
tourists in the Red Sea in
2010, the Egyptian regional
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governor accused the Mossad of sending
the predators to harm the tourism industry.
“Why would these sharks travel 4,000
kilometers and not have any accidents until
they entered Sinai waters?” he asked on
Egyptian television.
The list of animals supposedly trained to
do harm by the Mossad reads like the
inventory of a zoo. These animals were
seen hiding in bodies of water, flying
through the air and crawling on land, and
include fish, birds, rats, snakes and even
hybrids!
In 2008, the Palestinian Authority’s
official news agency Wafa reported that
Jewish settlers were bringing “iron
cages full of rats” to Jerusalem’s
Old City to drive Arab families
from their homes. Residents
tried to exterminate the rats but
they were immune to poison.
Another report told of the
infiltration of venomous snakes
that were only biting Palestinians.
In 2010, on Egyptian
television, a diving
instructor warned that
jellyfish in the Red
Sea could cause
paralysis and
even death.
“Who brought
these jellyfish
to the Red
Sea?” he asked.
“It was Israel!”
In 2013, the
website Terminal X

A Park Over
the Freeway

Courtesy of Israel Today

Whoever experiences joy should share
it because it uplifts others too.
All that endures in this lifetime is that
which was given from the heart.
Everyone strives to create his own
ideal world, but above all stands the
one God, Whom we should worship
only.
Learning is swimming against the
current, but as soon as you stop you
will start floating backwards.
A simple, passionate faith is better than
dry, complicated theology.
Politicians are humans made of flesh
and blood - and money.
Religion is a detour to reaching God.
We should come to Him directly.
I only become a real person when I
stop comparing myself to others.
We work out only to die healthier.
One must not confuse the will of the
majority with the truth.
Faith is knowing when there is no
proof.

Courtesy of Israel Today

POISE IN PEN
Maxims for thought

Our conscience is the compass that
shows us the right direction, but we
don’t always follow it.
Ÿ Flowers are the
earth’s way of
smiling.
Ÿ

Jerusalem Hotel Is Tops in Mideast
Courtesy of Israel Today

The lavish 226-room Waldorf Astoria
hotel in downtown Jerusalem ranks seventh
in the world and number one in the Middle
East, according to the latest Condé Nast
Traveler poll.
“More than 128,000 travelers took part
in our 28th annual Readers’ Choice Awards
survey - the most in its history - submitting
millions of ratings and tens of thousands of
comments to help us create a list of winning
favorites,” writes the world travel
magazine.

First place went to the 16-room Singita
Grumeti in Tanzania, and second place was
taken by The Lodge & Spa at Brush Creek
Ranch in Saratoga, Wyoming.
Jerusalem’s Mamilla Hotel took 6th
place on the Middle East list with the
famous King David at 8th. Other Israeli
hotels included the Inbal Jerusalem at 12th,
the Dan Tel Aviv at 13th, the Hilton Tel
Aviv 14th, and David’s Citadel in Jerusalem
took 15th place.
The Waldorf was first built in 1929 by

reported on a secret Israeli biotech
laboratory in the Negev Desert that was
breeding “hybrid animals” to work with
elite army units. An “eyewitness” “recalls
those Zionists talking about ‘super beasts’
equipped with improvised weapons.”
IRNA, Iran’s official news agency
reported in 2010 that “intelligence
operatives arrested 14 squirrels…carrying
the spy gear of foreign agencies.”
In 2011, Sudan declared that a captured
vulture was a Mossad agent because it was
found with a GPS device and wore tags
from Tel Aviv University and the Israel
Nature Society. It turns out that ecologists
in Israel had tagged the bird to study its
migration habits.
While the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem
describes these claims as “pure fiction,”
wild conspiracy theories about Israel
abound and have a captive audience in the
Middle East - and beyond.

Haj Amin alHusseini, the late
Mufti (Muslim
spiritual leader) of
Jerusalem. After an
extensive $150-million renovation, it
reopened in March of 2014. At the Palace
Hotel in the mid-1930s, the British Peel
Commission "decided" the fate of Mandate
Palestine and the Jewish state. The nascent
state’s security force, the Haganah, kept
tabs with planted listening devices.

In what could be described as a
modern-day version of the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon, the City of Tel
Aviv is planning a massive urban park
that will be built above the Ayalon
Highway with its eight lanes and two
rail lines. The 60-acre leisure site will
cost about $525 million and include
sports and recreation areas, bicycle
paths, jogging trails and cafés.
The famously polluting highway
and eyesore will be turned into a green
oasis, a “green lung” complete with
lawns, trees, bushes and trails. It has
been dubbed “Israel’s largest municipal
project.” When completed, the
environmentally friendly development
will act as a link between the eastern
and central business districts and
maximize the city’s use of its urban
land.
Critics of the plan complain that the
money could be better spent on
improving the city’s transportation grid
to ease the massive traffic jams. At any
rate, the plan still needs additional
approval and will not commence for at
least another three years.
A patch of green among the urban sprawl
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EXTREME NEED
AMONGST THE JEWS IN UKRAINE
Shalom Friends,
The people of Ukraine have been severely impacted by
the ongoing social unrest and violence in the region in
the last two years. Christians for Israel hopes to
distribute 30,000 food parcels this year amongst the
struggling Jewish families, via our local contacts,
especially in the east of Ukraine. These parcels are
handed out monthly to Holocaust survivors, needy
families, Jewish refugees, children and the sick.
Jews in Ukraine often have to make distressingly difficult
choices. Will I pay for a nutritious meal or will I buy
medication? Will I pay the apartment’s rent or buy a
meal? Will I feed my children or pay for school books?
During the harsh winter months ahead, this problem will
loom even larger for many of them.
Friendship
A food parcel means far more than a bag filled with edible
articles. It is a sign of friendship that demonstrates your
support for our Jewish brothers and sisters, and shows

them that they are not alone. And it allows us the
opportunity to share the message: leave for Israel, the
country where the Jewish people belong. Increasingly, this
message has been, increasingly, taken to heart during the
past few years: large numbers of young people, refugees
and the elderly left for the Promised Land. God is fulfilling
His promise to His people, in our generation!
Will you help?
The ingredients for the food parcels are purchased at a
wholesaler in Ukraine. Food parcels, costing €10 (US$ 12)
are packed by volunteers and distributed throughout
Ukraine.
Are you prepared to donate one or more food parcels?
We need your help urgently!

Koen Carlier,
National Coordinator Christians for Israel Ukraine

PRAY WITH US!
Koen and Ira Carlier have been leading the work of
Christians for Israel in Ukraine for over ten years. They
assist the Jewish people with food parcels, with
emergency shelter for refugees from the east and with
practical assistance in returning to Israel.
Pray for the safety of the Jews in Ukraine. And
particularly for the residents in the eastern part of the
country and Crimea. These areas have been ravaged
by civil unrest, war and violence over a period of many
years.
Pray for the food parcel project, that many Jewish
families, and especially the elderly, will be assisted and
encouraged.
Pray and be thankful for churches and congregations in
Ukraine who in partnership with Christians for Israel,
are discovering God’s plan with Israel, are praying for
Israel and lending assistance where possible.

euro
One food parcel costs €10
| US $ 12 and consists of:

1 kg flour
1 kg rice
1 kg sugar
500 gr spaghetti
2 kg macaroni
1 pack of tea
1 pack of biscuits
1 kg grits
1 tin of fish
500 gr oats
1 litre baking oil

MAKING ENDS MEET ON € 70
EURO | US $ 80 PER MONTH...
Rachel Fainstein (78), a Jewish lady,
routinely receives a food parcel from
Christians for Israel. Her monthly grant
equates to € 70 | US $80 per month.
She lives in a tiny apartment near
Chmilnik. After deducting costs of
meals, heating, water and electricity,
she has nothing left. The photograph
was taken in the staircase, as she does
not wish her impoverished living
conditions to be seen.

Be thankful for the physical restoration of the people
to their land, ánd for their spiritual restoration. Read
Ezekiel 36.
Pray for protection for Koen and his team who visit
and transport Jewish families to the Israeli embassy
and airport. They often travel for many days, driving
many thousands of kilometers on often very poor
Ukrainian roads.
Pray for the Jewish refugees dispersed over Ukraine;
that they will realize the futility of remaining in
Ukraine.
Be thankful for the return of the Jewish people to
Israel. It is extraordinary to read about this in dozens
of Bible verses that are underlined by the words:
“They will be my people, and I will be their God.”
Ezekiel 11:16-21.

“For I was hungry and you gave me
something to eat, I was thirsty and
you gave me something to drink”
Matthew 25:35

Food
packag
e
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Longing to Come Home
By Koen Carlier, Christians for Israel Leader in Ukraine

The Roitman family lives in
the hamlet of Nova Bistra in
West Ukraine close to the
Slovakian border. They are the
only Jewish family in the
hamlet. Nataliya and I visited
them three years ago and we
spent the whole day with them
in fellowship and talking about
Aliyah. Ivan and his wife
Miryam have a big family with
many children. Ivan found out
that his father was imprisoned
in a concentration camp and
that after the Second World

War his family name was changed. This all
made Ivan curious and he started searching
for his Jewish roots.
After we left we hoped they would once
again contact us so that we could help them
in their Aliyah process. But we haven't
heard from them for a long time until
recently they contacted us again and told us
with a happy voice "We are ready to make
Aliyah, please help us!"
We gave them all the information they
needed, but they themselves had to make an
appointment for an interview at the Israeli
consulate in Kiev. They all came by train
(14 hours one way). We paid for their

tickets and the whole family stayed in the
shelter for two nights!
They had a very good interview in
October but were told that two documents
were still missing! Once Ivan has these
documents he will make another trip to the
Israeli consulate hoping for the 'green light'
to fulfil their dreams!
This reminded me of what is mentioned
in Ezekiel 39:28 and is being fulfilled often
in front of our very eyes when we bring the
last Jewish families from small towns and
villages to the airport in Kiev for their one
way flight to Israel. Please pray that the
missing documents will be found soon!

In early October in Odessa, we
celebrated the marriage of Ira Michalova to
Gideon Blubshtein. Ira is a girl who came to
the Jewish orphanage fifteen years ago after
her mother died and her father abandoned
the family before she was born.
Tikva took her in when she was six years
old and cared for her through the difficulties
of abandonment, death and being alone in
the world. Except she wasn't alone. Tikva
was always there, holding her hand to first
grade, graduation, entering University,
finishing University and now taking her to
her wedding tonight.

Congratulations Ira, wishing you a very
happy and blessed marriage.

Mazal Tov! From Odessa
Since 1996, Tikva has engaged in a
constant search mission for Jewish children
in need from the southern regions of the
former Soviet Union, specifically Ukraine,
Moldova, Belarus and Russia. Tikva
employs thirty full time staff in order to seek
out, document and rescue these destitute
Jewish children.
Last year alone, Tikva found over a
hundred indigent and imperiled Jewish
children. Christians for Israel supports
Tikva, that is being led by Rabbi Michael
Brodman, a grandson of the well known
Rabbi David Brodman.

News from Aliyah Fieldworker, Alina Gryadchenko
In early November, Rita, the
leader of Vinnitsa Jewish Agency,
Igor, our driver, and I drove to Gaisin.
It is a little town about 90km from
Vinnitsa. Before the Revolution of
1917 Gaisin was a Jewish town,
(shtetle), with 45-50% of Jewish
population. By the end of 1945 there
were about 2000 Jews in Gaisin, in
1990, there was only 200. Today the
Jewish community in Gaisin is rather
small: total population is 26000
people and only 100 out of this
number are Jews and the members of
their families. The purpose of our visit
to Gaisin was to meet with the Jewish
community, their leader Boris, to
distribute food parcels, and to let Rita,

the leader of the Jewish Agency, share
the information about Aliyah. There
were 22 people in the room. Most of
them were older people, but
everybody listened very carefully and
asked many questions. Rita
encouraged them to share this
information with their children and
grandchildren and in case somebody
gets interested to get in touch with her
for more details. After that we
unloaded the food parcels and those
who were present received theirs.
People were very thankful for the
food parcels and to those, who took
part in putting together these parcels,
they wished good health, happiness
and God's protection!
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